
{p4} Contained Compositions   
Raw Checkpoint: M-10.21+ T-10.22
White Checkpoint:  W-10.23 + R-10.24
Final Checkpoint: W-10.30 + R-10.31

Problem:
Considering all formal elements and principles of design, you will create a series of at 
least FIVE environments. By thoughtfully choosing objects to compose and 
construct each environment, you have an opportunity to layer meaning, progressive 
narratives and unique visual stories.  You will have the opportunity to paint your 
work, white first and then installed in various collaborative and individual ways in the 
WASH building. 
	
Making Worlds + Telling Stories + Planning:
All objects {form} have meaning {content}. Consider what you want to say and how 
would you like to handle your chosen materials, objects, and artistic process.
Harvest and create all objects and containers-start NOW
Research, sketch and plan. THINK.
Build/compose/complete compositions for the Raw Checkpoint {M: 10.21 + T: 10.22}
Paint solid WHITE {this WILL take several coats} for White Checkpoint {W: 10.23 + R: 
10.24} You may choose to use spray paint {acrylic is safer} and/or house paint to 
apply an even coat of white paint to your entire compositions {inside/outside/top/
bottom} If you choose to use traditional spray paint you must use all safety 
precautions {wear eye protection + dust mask, work outside with fans on, use plastic 
drop cloths and our spray booth-TURNED ON}
More details will be revealed about the final checkpoint and installation plans. 

Research + Brainstorming Component {record in VJ}
Thoughtfully address ALL questions below: Due______________.
+ Research the artwork of Joseph Cornell and Louise Nevelson. How are they each 

using objects to tell stories? How are they using color to create unity? Describe 
how each artist is using the formal elements and principles of design? Describe 
what specific work do you respond to? Create 2-3 sketches inspired by their work 
that you find interesting.  

+ Sketch your plans for your compositions. Create SIX polished sketches of your 
compositions. Consider breaking up the space, cropping, and using unique 
perspectives to create interesting drawings. Each drawing will be created + stored 
in your Visual Journal.

+ Make a list of all objects used in each of your compositions. Found objects? 
Natural objects? Invented/created objects? List all of the formal and conceptual 
themes of each object + containers.

+ Considering the concept of containment. What does it mean to isolate an object/
objects? The idea of putting things in a box, putting things on a shelf.  You are 
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S T U D I O
assemblage
balance
color temperature
composition
concept
confined + contained space
control
economy
elegance 
emphasis
focal point
found objects
formal choices
gravity 
harmony
informed artistic choices
installation
interpretation
line
mixed media
movement
narrative
natural color + virtual color
open form vs. closed form
perspective
proportion
proximity
reflective color
repetition
rhythm
scale
space {micro vs. macro}
tension
texture
unity + variety
veiled  vs. unveiled
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collecting things {found objects} and giving them a new life, this is a significant and 
MANY artists have worked in this manner. Reflect + write briefly about this idea of 
containment, how is it impacting your work?

+ How do you anticipate the compositions changing as the surface changes? Reflect 
on this and be specific. How will using white to unify your work? How will the focal 
point be adjusted?

+ Define all vocabulary on this handout {using your textbooks} many of the terms you 
will see again {lecture quizzes + exams!} and you need to get into the habit of using 
this language, both verbally {in critiques} and in your written form {essays, research 
paper, critique self-reflections}

Evaluation:
You will earn your grade by a combination of the following components.
Craftsmanship {work that is not sturdy or well made will not be installed}
Design + Form {overall visual organization}
Material Choices {both use and handling of chosen materials}
Concept {meaning, narrative, story, mood}
Color Element {surface treatment}
Professionalism {operating within all project guidelines, timelines, installation, 
deinstallation}
Dialog {critique engagement, artistic language, critical comments, thoughtful 
response and demonstration of investing in your peers’ artistic growth}

Explore creative resources + links:
shsuWASH.com
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